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TORY CONFERENCE SETS OUT POST-BREXIT VISION

This week a series of inspiring speeches from our new leaders has had international investors fleeing from visions of a bleak post Brexit wasteland;
the resulting exodus of capital has seen the pound tumble to fresh lows. The fears have been stoked by references to immigration controls taking
preference to single market access – something that would be damaging to industries that rely on both exports and foreign workers, which is pretty
much all of them. It is important to remember the context of these speeches however. The party conference is not where policy gets made – rhetoric
used to raise a cheer from a room full of activists is unlikely to be the same as a discussion around the cabinet table.
For most investors, the results have been quite positive – a weak pound might eventually drive inflation and make holidays more expensive, but for now
at least it is a boon to exporters and the many multinationals listed in London, helping the FTSE 100 challenge its previous record high. The short term
gain and longer term uncertainty will eventually dissipate, but with the final outcome still unknown expect many more weeks of such volatility.
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UK: STERLING COLLAPSES ON BREXIT CONCERNS

Sunday’s announcement that Article 50 will be triggered by March 2017 at the very
latest has pushed Sterling to a 31-year low, as the pound dropped to $1.26 on Friday,
its biggest intraday fall since the referendum in June. Warnings by French President
Francois Hollande that Britain should expect a bumpy ride in negotiating any deal on Brexit
coincided with a sharp fall in the currency. A so-called “hard Brexit” – which would see Britain
pull out of the single market and heighten controls on EU immigration appears to be the more
likely scenario, and has shaken the pound. Better than expected manufacturing, construction
and retail figures had seen Sterling strengthen over the summer, however Mrs May’s recent
comments have undone this progress.
Tuesday meanwhile brought a yearly-high for the FTSE 100, as it closed at 7,074.34 which was
just short of the all-time high of 7,122. Concerns over Britain’s ability to negotiate a fair deal
coupled with the fact that the ECB might reduce the pace of its bond buying programme saw
the index retreat to below the 7,000 threshold last week.

EU: ECB TO MAINTAIN QE

Minutes from September’s meeting reiterated the European Central Bank’s
commitment to keep its rate of asset purchases at its current level, while not ruling
out further measures if required. At the start of the week, the rumours were all about
whether or not the ECB would begin to curtail its €80bn a month programme. Given the sheer
volume of bonds being bought every month, questions have unsurprisingly been raised over the
availability of bonds left.
Markets reacted with fright at the news of a possible reining in of monetary stimulus, as bond
yields spiked and the price of gold plunged on Tuesday. The 10-year German Bund jumped
about 4 basis points, while gold fell 3.3 per cent on the rumours. What policy makers at the
ECB will be keen to avoid is any repeat of the ‘taper tantrum’ in 2013, which saw indexes across
the world tumble. Although the focus should not be on low interest rates if you believe the
International Monetary Fund, who lambasted European banks for having “too few deposits” and
“funding costs way above their peers.”

EM: COLUMBIANS REJECT PEACE DEAL

Prior to the Colombian referendum on Sunday, the promise of a peace-treaty meant
investors had been drawn in by the allure of an end to the civil war. The decision to
reject it led to a sell-off in the country’s stocks, bonds and currency at the start of
the week. On top of the rejected referendum Colombia urgently needs to pass fiscal reform,
however President Juan Manuel Santos and his antagonist Alvaro Uribe have differing views on
achieving this. For now, there is concern over the countries credit rating being lowered, with
both S&P and Fitch changing their rating outlooks to negative.
Meanwhile, Argentina made its first sale of euro-denominated bonds, attracting investor bids
of more than €6.25bn earlier this week. The Latin American country has made three separate
sales of international debt this year, with the record breaking $16.5bn issue in April seeing
demand of almost $70bn in orders. Appetite for emerging market debt has been strong this
year; Saudi Arabia is expected to launch a bond sale in the coming months while Russia issued
a Eurobond offering in May despite Western sanctions.
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